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Who We Are

Chandra Hatfield
Chandra is a shareholder with Peck Rubanoff & Hatfield and 
has been practicing employment law for private and public 
employers since 2002. Chandra counsels employers on a 
wide range of employment law matters, including 
managing employee performance and discipline; complex 
medical leave and reasonable accommodation 
compliance matters; wage and hour compliance; 
workplace harassment and discrimination and more. She is 
licensed to practice in OR & WA.

Peck Rubanoff & Hatfield, PC
• We specialize in providing employment and labor law advice on behalf of public and 

private employers, including overseeing and advising on investigations and disciplinary 
actions for clients. 

Jenny Marston
Jenny joined Peck Rubanoff & Hatfield in 2021 and has 
been practicing labor & employment law since 2005 and 
brings a diverse background to her practice, having 
worked as in-house counsel, assistant City Attorney, and 
interim Human Resources Director. Jenny counsels 
employers on all aspects of labor and employment law, 
including collective bargaining, grievance arbitration, 
employee relations, ADA accommodations, policy drafting, 
and more.
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OBJECTIVES OF
THE TRAINING
§ Overview of key legal 

obligations

§ Identify legal trouble spots

§ Tips and techniques for 
increasing effectiveness and 
avoiding liability

Disclaimer: This is a generalized discussion. Some of the principles we will discuss may vary depending on 
your specific organization. 
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Scenario: The Complaint

Employee, Victor (Vic), a probationary union employee, resigns 
from his job in the Parks Department at the City of Friendlyville.

In his exit interview Vic tells HR Manager, Felicia Fixer, 
that his coworker, Tony Troublemaker, has been swatting 
his butt & laughing at him when Tony works as his 
lead/trainer and tries to get him to join him in making a 
list of the “hottest” patrons each day. Once Vic thought 
he saw Tony take a picture of a patron. Vic says that 
other employees know about it, but Tony is known to 
hold a grudge and can be confrontational when 
people disagree with him.
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Where to begin?
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Planning Stage - Developing A Game Plan

IDENTIFY GOVERNING LAWS & POLICIES
• Identify any laws that apply.

• Identify potential constitutional 
obligations that may apply

• Identify any policies or CBA provisions 
that govern how an investigation must 
be conducted.

6
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STATUTORY OBLIGATIONS: SB 479
(Oregon’s Anti-Harassment Law)
ØRequires Oregon public employers to adopt written policies and 

procedures to prevent Workplace Harassment. 

ØRequires supervisors/managers to:
§ Document reports of discrimination/harassment/retaliation.
§ Give a copy of the policy to individuals who disclose any concerns about 

Workplace Harassment at the time of disclosure.

ØRequires employer to advise those who have been subjected to 
discrimination/harassment/retaliation to document such incidents.
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STATUTORY OBLIGATIONS: SB 479
(Oregon’s Anti-Harassment Law)
ØRequires employers to have procedures in place for investigating 

potential harassment in the workplace.
Note: Under state and federal law, employers must conduct a prompt and 
thorough investigation and take appropriate remedial action to stop and 
prevent the reoccurrence of harassing conduct in the workplace.

ØMakes it unlawful to prohibit or prevent the employee from disclosing or 
discussing workplace harassment.
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STATUTORY OBLIGATIONS:
Public Employee Whistleblower Protection
ØProtects employee who discloses information that they reasonably 

believe is:
• Mismanagement, 
• Gross waste of funds
• Abuse of authority (can include harassment by supervisor)
• A violation of any federal, state or local law, rule or regulation by the 

employer (e.g., harassment…)
• A substantial and specific danger to the public health and safety, 
• Information on warrants related to persons receiving govt. benefits.
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STATUTORY OBLIGATIONS:
Public Employee Whistleblower Protection
ØComplainant’s mental state requirement
• ORS 659A.199 – Disclosures are protected if made in subjective good 

faith
• ORS 659A.203 – Disclosures are protected if employee had an 

“objectively reasonable” belief

In other words, the employee can be mistaken about the lawfulness 
or propriety of the employer’s conduct and still be entitled to 
protection.
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STATUTORY OBLIGATIONS:
Public Employee Whistleblower Protection

Ø Prohibits the public employer from disclosing 
the identity of the employee who makes a 
whistleblower complaint during any 
investigation of the alleged conduct
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Scenario: The Complaint
§ Felicia tells Vic that he did the right thing by reporting it and 

asks him to reconsider his resignation.

§ Vic tells her he’s already got another job with better pay, 
but that he knows the Department is short staffed, so he will 
keep working for the full 2-week notice period.

§ Felicia knows about Oregon’s anti-harassment law 
requirements, so she provides Vic with a copy of the City’s 
policy and encourages him to document the incidents. 

§ Felicia also tells Vic the City will initiate an investigation and 
that his identity as the complaint will be kept confidential 
while the investigation is ongoing.
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Scenario: Developing The Game Plan

§ Felicia knows that Tony is part of the union and is covered by the Collective 
Bargaining Agreement (CBA).

§ Felicia reviews the CBA provisions on discipline as well as the Employee Handbook 
policies on harassment.

§ The CBA says that employees can only be disciplined for “just cause” and has a list of 
procedures for conducting investigations, including requiring a notice of investigation 
to employees accused of misconduct.

§ It occurs to Felicia that Tony’s butt swatting conduct may be criminal. She wonders 
if she should report it to law enforcement.

§ Felicia also considers whether Tony should be placed on Administrative Leave to 
protect other employees, but she’s not sure if it needs to be paid leave.
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Planning Stage - Developing A Game Plan

Is the employee’s presence:

ü a threat in the workplace?

ü likely to be disruptive?

ü an obstacle/potential obstacle to witnesses “opening up?”

DETERMINE: 
Should the employee be placed on leave pending investigation

14
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ü General description of issues being investigated (or other info required by CBA)

ü Perform no work unless instructed, but be available during regular work hours

ü No contact with potential witnesses that would interfere with/ affect the integrity 
of the investigation. 

ü For represented employee, refer to Union. 

ü No retaliation toward anyone involved or assumed to be involved (24/7) –
reminder that retaliation is broadly interpreted

Written notice of administrative leave and/or notice of investigation:

(o
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Planning Stage - Developing A Game Plan

Select someone who:

ü Has the skills

ü Has no known bias or appearance of bias
üReports to accused or complainant
ü Is close to accused or complainant
üHas past personal conflict with accused or complainant

ü Is not a potential witness

SELECT THE INVESTIGATOR
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Planning Stage - Developing A Game Plan

Avoid the Bermuda Triangle: 

Do not assign the same person to 
perform all 3 functions.  If possible, 
avoid even 2 points of the triangle.

SELECT THE INVESTIGATOR
DECISION

MAKER

WITNESS

INVESTIGATOR
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Scenario: Selecting the Investigator

§ Felicia plans to do the investigation herself even though her 
husband also works in the Parks Department. Felicia knows her 
husband doesn’t really like Tony, but he is not in Tony’s 
immediate work group.

§ Before she begins, she gets written documentation from Vic 
about the allegations. She notices that some of the details in the 
written document are different from what Vic reported during his 
exit interview.

§ The documentation also says that Vic reported the conduct to 
Felicia 2 months before his exit interview, which Felicia knows is 
not true.
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Scenario: Selecting the Investigator

§ Can Felicia be the Investigator? 

§ Does the City need an outside investigator?

§ The only other person at the City who could do the 
investigation is the City Manager, and under the CBA, the 
City Manager is the 2nd Step in the grievance procedure.
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Scenario: Selecting the Investigator

§ Felicia decides to hire an outside investigator who is an 
attorney and must decide.

§ Will the investigation report be confidential, or even attorney-client 
privileged?

§ Should the investigator make findings about whether “harassment” 
occurred? 

§ Should the investigator decide if Tony’s conduct was criminal?

§ Should the investigator recommend the appropriate discipline?

20
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Planning Stage - Developing A Game Plan

Outline scope & issues to be investigated in writing:

ü Allegations

ü Expectation for:
• Privilege?
• Fact-finding only?
• Conclusions of policy violations?
• Recommendations?

CONFIRM THE SCOPE OF INVESTIGATION

A clear scope of investigation is key.  
Consider getting legal advice.  
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Planning Stage – Evidence & Interviews

ü Preserve evidence before the investigation becomes known to the 
accused or anyone who might jeopardize evidence preservation. 

ü Or, issue directive to not delete or alter 

ü Shut off auto-purge of emails

IDENTIFY AND PRESERVE RELEVANT EVIDENCE

Evidence includes emails, text 
messages, photographs, etc.
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Planning Stage – Evidence & Interviews

Ø Determine the order of witnesses
ü Generally, start with complainant or alleged victim. 

ü Determine whether back-to-back interviews of some witnesses should be done to 
avoid sharing of information

Ø Prepare outlines for each witness

Ø Conduct live interviews (in-person, electronic) 
§ Written statements are not enough

Ø Avoid group interviews - Witnesses are only as good as their own recollection

IDENTIFY POTENTIAL WITNESSES
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ü Plan ahead to make sure that 
a Union representative will be 
available.  

ü The employee does not have 
a right to delay for a 
particular Union 
representative.

Planning Stage – Evidence & Interviews
CONSIDER AND PLAN FOR AVAILABILITY OF UNION REPRESENTATIVES

24
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STATUTORY OBLIGATIONS: PECBA

The right of a union represented 
employee to have a union 
representative present during interviews.

WEINGARTEN RIGHTS
Apply when:

üAn employee requests a union representative

üIf the employee is being asked to answer questions they reasonably believe could 
result in disciplinary action

NOTE:  Some CBAs require an employer to offer union 
representation, rather than wait for a request.
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WEINGARTEN RIGHTS
Do NOT Apply when:

üWhen employees being questioned have no reasonable belief 
that their answers will result in disciplinary action against them 
[witnesses]

ü To meetings to notify an employee of disciplinary action
ü To training and informal feedback

Witness has asked for a union representative, 
is denied one, but becomes a potential 
wrongdoer during the interview
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WEINGARTEN RIGHTS
üOnly applies to represented employees.

üThere is no corresponding right of non-represented 
employees to have: 

§ co-worker
§ family member
§ Attorney*

present for the interview

27

No Per Se Legal Right To Have Attorney Present When 
Interviewed.

EXCEPTIONS:
üRequired by CBA or policy
üUnion Attorney representing the accused
üThe complainant, accused, or witness is represented by 

counsel and an attorney is conducting the investigation

Be Prepared for:
“I want my attorney present”
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Scenario: Evidence & Interviews

§ Vic reports Tony’s conduct to law enforcement and Tony hires a criminal 
attorney to represent him.

§ Before the interview with Tony, his attorney notifies the City that Tony will 
attend the interview.

§ But – on advice of counsel – Tony is not willing to answer any questions 
about the alleged conduct.

§ What are the City’s rights and obligations to require Tony to cooperate?
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CONSTITUTIONAL OBLIGATIONS: 

The right to refuse 
to self-incriminate.5th AMENDMENT & GARRITY

Applies when:

üAn employee is being questioned about conduct that may be criminal in 
nature; and

üThe employee is required to answer

30
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What is required to avoid a violation of an 
employee’s right against self-incrimination?

üGive the employee a Garrity Notice
The notice must contain a clear directive that the 
employee must answer questions or be subject to 
discipline/discharge for insubordination

The notice must give assurance that answers will 
not be provided to law enforcement for use in a 
criminal proceeding

üObtain the employee’s signature

31

Courts have held it may not be sufficient under Oregon Constitution 
to compel an employee to answer questions that may incriminate. 

• If employee refuses to answer and is disciplined for it, employer 
might be liable - (?) 

• If employee is compelled to answer, prosecutors may be prevented 
from prosecuting the employee in a criminal case.

CAUTION:  Seek legal advice!

Effect of relying on Garrity Rights Notice under 
Oregon Constitution??
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TAPE RECORDER VS. NOTES? 
Pros/Cons

Planning Stage – Evidence & Interviews
DETERMINE THE FORMAT FOR DOCUMENTING INTERVIEWS

33

üPrevents investigator from becoming a witness later about what was said.
üConsent is not required – only knowledge.  Disclose use of tape recorder at 

the beginning of the interview and  identify those present on the record. 
üIdentify date and time interviews begin and end on tape.
üEmployee does not have a right to tape record or have a copy unless 

required in CBA.

Employer has a right to require employees to be 
recorded (unless prohibited by CBA). 

Investigation Stage– Evidence & Interviews
DOCUMENTING THE INTERVIEWS & AUDIO RECORDING

34
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INTERNAL INVESTIGATIONS: If investigator does not tape record and must take notes instead:

Investigation Stage – Evidence & Interviews
DOCUMENTING THE INTERVIEWS & AUDIO RECORDING

ü Identify only one official note taker & 
choose a good note taker. 

ü Document date and time interviews start 
and end, as well as those present.

ü Show verbatim statements in quotes.

ü Never include interpretations, 
assumptions or opinions in notes.

ü Document factual non-verbal information 
about changes in demeanor (crying, 
shaking, etc.) in parenthesis

ü Consider having witness review and initial 
as accurate.

ü Review and finalize notes immediately 
after interview.

ü Never discard notes, even when later 
typed.
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Scenario: Evidence & Interviews

§ During the investigation, an employee who works on Tony’s crew tells 
Felicia that he is Facebook friends with Tony and that Tony refers to 
crew members as “little bitches” on his Facebook page.

§ Felicia asks the employee if he will show Felicia the postings on the 
Facebook page and the employee agrees.

§ Is it permissible for Felicia to do this?
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STATUTORY OBLIGATIONS: Stored 
Communication Act

ü Emails and text messages (may only apply to “unopened” items)

ü Chat rooms

ü Social media pages set to “friends only”

WHAT IS REQUIRED FOR VOLUNTARY CONSENT?

Requires voluntary consent from a person with 
authorized access to:

37

CONSTITUTIONAL OBLIGATIONS: 

The Right To Be Free From 
Unreasonable Search And Seizure 4th AMENDMENT

Applies when both:

üThere is a search of employer-owned property (offices, desks, vehicles, 
computers, cell phones, emails, etc.) and:

üThe employee has a “reasonable expectation of privacy” in item and/or 
property searched

Search must be reasonable at its inception and in scope
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“REASONABLE EXPECTATION OF PRIVACY” 
comes from: 

üEmployer written policies

üEmployer oral statements

üEmployer practices:

§ Do not allow employees to have locks on doors or 
maintain confidential passwords (that I.T. doesn’t have)

§ Notify employees that saliva, blood, and/or urine will be 
searched if there is a reasonable suspicion?
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“REASONABLE EXPECTATION OF PRIVACY”

Also applies to searches of employee property (personal 
vehicles, personal email, non-public social media sites) 
when:

• The employee has a “reasonable expectation of 
privacy” in item/property searched

NOTE: No expectation of privacy in cell phone records – only content is protected
Lessons learned from chat room case:  Confirm in writing that consent is voluntary

Greater expectation of privacy in personal property
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Scenario: Other Considerations

§ While the investigation is going on, Tony has lots of paid time on his hands. 

§ Toward the end of the investigation, the City learns that Tony has posted information 
on the City’s public Facebook page about the Department Manager.

§ The posting says that the Department Manager is a hypocrite, out of touch with the 
workers, and that the Manager’s proposed budget to purchase new equipment is 
“stupid,” saying that it would be more useful to spend the money to hire more 
employees. The post encourages others to support his position by “liking” his post.

§ Manager contacts Felicia upset that Tony is bad-mouthing them.

§ Is this a basis to discipline Tony?
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CONSTITUTIONAL OBLIGATIONS: 

The Right To Speak as a Citizen on Matters 
of Public Concern (Free Speech)1st AMENDMENT

Q: Can public employees be disciplined for making statements 
that have a negative impact on the employer? 

A: It depends.

üIs the statement a “matter of public concern”?

üIs the speech part of the employee’s job?
üDoes the employer’s interest fairly outweigh the employee’s interest?

Seek Legal Advice
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Post-Investigation Stage – The Report

ü Determine whether witnesses will be identified by name.
ü May be required for due process purposes.

ü Do not attempt to make legal conclusions in unprivileged reports.

ü Address each allegation separately.

ü Conduct a follow-up interviews if there are gaps in the evidence.

ü Attach important evidentiary documents as exhibits (using tabs).
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Investigation Report Showed:

§ Two (2) former employees reported that Tony Troublemaker had swatted them on the 
butt while they were working.

§ Each of the victims was a new probationary employee, and they all claimed that 
they were too embarrassed to report it.

§ One victim had sent a contemporaneous text message to his wife saying Tony 
had just swatted his butt like a frat guy, was obnoxious, and that he wanted to 
quit.

§ Three (3) former employees and two (2) current employees reported that Tony had 
talked about the “hottest” patrons he had seen or suggested they make a list of the 
hottest patrons. 

Scenario: Resolution of the Complaint
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Investigation Report Also Showed:

§ Tony attended the City’s sex harassment training each of the 
previous two years before the conduct occurred.

§ Tony acknowledged that swatting an employee – even as a joke -
would “probably not be okay” under the City’s harassment policy.

§ Tony never expressly denied that the conduct occurred.

Scenario: Resolution of the Complaint

The City decides that Tony should probably be fired. What should they do?
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CONSTITUTIONAL OBLIGATIONS: 
Due Process

The right to be free from deprivation of life, 
liberty, or property without due process of law. 14th Amendment

• Two (2) Forms:
ü Substantive Due Process.

ü Protects against violations of constitutional rights (e.g., discipline without just cause, 
discipline for free speech)

ü Procedural Due Process.
ü Requires public employers to follow a particular process before imposing discipline
ü Separate from whether discipline is appropriate.
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ü Applies when:
ü Employee has a “property interest” in job
ü Employee has a “liberty interest” in reputation

ü Property Interests :
ü Created by “just cause” standards in CBA, policies, written agreement, 

statute or other guarantees
ü Just Cause (fairness of decision) is different from Due Process (process 

of reaching decision)
ü Applies to economic consequences (e.g., pay reductions, suspensions 

without pay, demotions, terminations).

CONSTITUTIONAL OBLIGATIONS: 
Due Process

Due Process for property interest must occur before the decision is made
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ü Liberty Interest applies when:
ü An employee is terminated,

ü Termination, resignation, failure to allow employee to rescind resignation, 
failure to rehire

ü Based on stigmatizing accusations related to honesty/morality, and 
ü Reputation in community?
ü Ability to obtain future employment?

ü The information is publicized, and
ü Press release, disclosure for unemployment appeal, verbal statements in 

public meetings, etc...

ü Employee disputes the charge

CONSTITUTIONAL OBLIGATIONS: 
Due Process

Due Process for Liberty interest must occur before the publication
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ü Should be given after investigation and before final disciplinary decision
ü Notice of the charges - specific enough to allow the employee to understand and 

prepare a defense
ü Explanation of policies/standards violated
ü Review of mitigating and aggravating factors
ü Statement of specific disciplinary action being considered
ü Date, time, location and purpose of due process meeting.
ü Should include underlying evidence (investigation report, witness statements, 

documents, policies)
ü Other relevant information (representation rights, notice of admin leave, non-

retaliation message, etc.)

CONSTITUTIONAL OBLIGATIONS: 
Due Process

Notice Requirement
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ü Time to prepare
ü Consider: CBA/policy, number of allegations, volume of materials, 

etc.
ü Hearing with impartial decision-maker

ü No actual conflict of interest, personal animosity to parties
ü If possible: not the investigator or a witness 
ü Ability to dispute findings, present or explain additional evidence, 

explain why contemplated discipline shouldn’t occur.
ü Not a full evidentiary hearing (unless req’d by CBA, etc.)
ü Consider: arbitration or other appeal rights?

CONSTITUTIONAL OBLIGATIONS: 
Due Process
Requirement: A meaningful Opportunity to be heard
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ü No automatic right to legal counsel, BUT:
ü CBA, policies, contract may grant right
ü Presence of City’s legal counsel may create right

ü Other Representatives
ü Weingarten right to Union representative.

CONSTITUTIONAL OBLIGATIONS: 
Due Process

Requirement: A meaningful Opportunity to be heard
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Scenario: Other Considerations

§ Vic writes to Felicia and asks if he can get a copy of the investigation 
report when it’s completed.

§ Brianna Busybody was a witness in the investigation and also contacts 
Felicia to find out of the report will be shared with all employees.

§ How should Felicia respond?
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STATUTORY OBLIGATIONS: SB 479
(Oregon’s Anti-Harassment Law)

ØRequires Oregon public 
employers to:

ü To notify & follow up with 
victim of alleged harassment 
at least 1x every 3 months for 1 
year to verify:

§ Harassment stopped
§ Has retaliation occurred

Records must be kept for at least 5 years.
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STATUTORY OBLIGATIONS: ORS 192 
(Public Records Law)
Public body may have an obligation to disclose information about the 
investigation under Public Records Law:

Ø Personnel discipline action & materials supporting/documenting that 
action is conditionally exempt under ORS 192.345(12)

Ø Subject to public interest balancing
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STATUTORY OBLIGATIONS:
(Public Records Law)
ØAttorney-client privileged records are exempt under Public Records Law

Ø Decision regarding attorney-client privilege must be made at the very 
beginning of the process – seek legal advice

Ø Investigation report may be covered by attorney-client privilege until you are 
ready to release it 

Ø Privilege does not apply to the complaint
Ø Making a public statement characterizing or disclosing information in the 

report can result in a waiver of the privilege. ORS 192.355(9)  

ØA condensation (summary) of the significant facts that are otherwise 
exempt may be an alternative. ORS 192.360
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STATUTORY OBLIGATIONS: FCRA
(Fair Credit Reporting Act)
üGenerally requires notice and disclosure of rights before hiring an outside investigator to 

provide a report that covers an employee’s character or general reputation.
ü BUT, there is an exception for employee misconduct investigations. Employer does not have to 

give notice or obtain consent if:
ü Employee receives a summary after-the-fact regarding information that resulted in adverse 

action

ü Information is not disclosed to 3rd parties, except:
ü To a Federal, State or local government officer, agency, or department

ü To a self-regulatory organization with regulatory authority over the activities of the 
employer or employee; or

ü As otherwise required by law (e.g., collective bargaining obligations). 
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These materials are intended to provide general 
information and are not intended as legal advice 

applicable to any particular situation.

© 2022 Peck Rubanoff & Hatfield PC
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